Functional networks gating the flow of information
in cued emotional processing
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Background
• expectancy shapes perception of impending events  different networks implement predictions (expectancy) and processing of expected stimuli1
• EPIC model2: agranular areas (e.g., anterior insula and pgACC) generate predictions about the expected state of the body
granular areas (e.g., dmPFC) evaluate the difference between predictions and ensuing afferent signals
divergent predictions  aberrant interplay between cognitive and emotional processes associated with many mental disorders3
However, the temporal profile of the network interactions suggested by the EPIC model has not been fully elucidated using task-based fMRI
Aim: Assess the neural traces of expectancy and expected affective processing using functional connectivity

Methods
Exploration study
• 37 healthy, male subjects
• age range 31-59 (mean age 43.7 ± 9.8)
• 3T Philips scanner for anatomical and functional MRI

Replication study
• 86 healthy subjects (24 female)
• age range 20-62 (mean age 35.2 ± 10.8)
• 3T Philips scanner for anatomical and functional MRI

• task EPI: TR = 2, voxel size = 2 mm3, 429 volumes
• resting-state EPI: TR = 2, voxel size = 2 mm3, 355 volumes

• task EPI: TR = 1.25, voxel size = 5 mm3, 664 volumes
• resting-state EPI: TR = 1.25, voxel size = 5 mm3, 478 volumes
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Results
Hierarchical linear modeling
Lag-based connectivity changes

AI cue <> dmPFC lag

Predicting pgACC <> AI connectivity (task – rest)
EPIC model2

Exploration study
Coefficient

T

p

intercept**

-0.057

-3.517

0.001

lag linear**

-0.004

-2.787

0.008

lag squared**

0.001

3.299

0.002

dmPFC <> AI
connectivity***

0.468

5.821

< 0.001
df = 36

Replication study
Coefficient

T

p

intercept***

0.062

7.662

< 0.001

lag linear**

-0.106

-3.255

0.002

lag squared

0.037

1.606

0.112

dmPFC <> AI
connectivity***

0.501

21.469

< 0.001
df = 82

Summary & Conclusions
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Expectancy signals in the anterior insula gate saliency
leading to differential coupling of prefrontal networks.
• temporal profile of AI-based gating is robust across two datasets
• results support interpretation of AI as a salience network hub implementing
dynamic switching between task positive and task negative networks 6,7,8
Proposed network model in accordance with the EPIC framework:
AI (agranular)
 externally guided predictions
pgACC (agranular)  internally guided predictions
dmPFC (granular)  preparation for task and evaluation/updating
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